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Resistance is futile

• Assessment historically viewed as an outside 
agent bent on assimilation 

• Well written reports that were peripheral to the 
mission of the institution

• Symbolic view with representations of inferred 
success—not about what students learned or 
could do 

• Driven by an isolated, quasi-omniscient IR Office



In the Star Trek universe, the Borg forced other 
species into their collective and connected them 

to "the hive mind“ through assimilation that 
involved violence, abductions, and injections of 
cybernetic implantations. The Borg's ultimate 

goal was "achieving perfection".
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Borg_(Star_Trek)



In the old institutional universe, the IR Office often 
forced departments and units into a measurement 
mindset and connected them to "the hive mind" 
through assimilation that induced reciprocal-zealous 
resistance, semi-controlled confrontations, and small 
nuclear-like interoffice scrimmages. The IR Office had 
the ultimate goal of "achieving statistical perfection".



What, How, & Why?

Assessment became accepted because 
of agreement of known facts?

http://stephaniemcmillan.org/2012/10/18/empiricism/
http://yourknowledge.hubpages.com/hub/Empiricism-Aristotle-the-First-Empiricist


What, How, & Why?

Assessment became the dominant 
course, tendency, or trend?



What, How, & Why?

Assessment as a unified whole--an 
environment according to all of its 

elements taken together as a global 
construct



Why?
Principles vs. Criteria

Culture of the Academy—Divergent 

• 97 Principles
– 1 Principle of Integrity

– 16 Core Requirements

– 69 Comprehensive Standards

– 7 Federal Requirements

– Three-stage process, with two 
committees

Culture of the Agency--Convergent

• 400+ “must” statements
– Prescriptive

– Self-Study

– One-stage process

– One peer review committee



Agreement of known facts!
Esse quam videri

Focus on what students are able to do 
once they leave the academy.  Are you 

effective at accomplishing the 
academy mission?



Dominant course, tendency, or trend

Assessment as part of the academy’s 
culture—Philosophy, ethos, and belief 

structure



A unified whole

2.5--Institutional Effectiveness

The institution engages in ongoing, integrated, and 
institution-wide research-based planning and 
evaluation processes that (1) incorporate a systematic 
review of institutional mission, goals, and outcomes; (2) 
result in continuing improvement in institutional 
quality; and (3) demonstrate the institution is 
effectively accomplishing its mission.

This is currently covered under SACSCOC SECTION 7: Institutional Planning and Effectiveness  (CR)



A GESTALT APPROACH TO 
INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH

Mainstream an authentic –Embracing back to the future



…was country before country was cool!

Standard 2: Assessment System and Unit 
Evaluation

The unit has an assessment system that collects 
and analyzes data on applicant qualifications, 

candidate and graduate performance, and unit 
operations to evaluate and improve the 

performance of candidates, the unit, and its 
programs.



http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/multimedia/images/image-details.cfm?imageID=491
http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0geusOJPutKvYwAexlXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTBzN2R2dDE1BHNlYwNzYwRjb2xvA2FjMgR2dGlkA0g0MjhfODk-/SIG=1j6lhcas6/EXP=1257017353/**http:/images.search.yahoo.com/images/view?back=http://search.yahoo.com/search?ei=UTF-8&p=atomic+bomb&sado=1&w=651&h=457&imgurl=bh.knu.ac.kr/~sdsong/images/Atomic%20Bomb.gif&size=289.2kB&name=Atomic+Bomb+gif&rcurl=http://www.antiwar.com/justin?articleid=10634&rurl=http://www.antiwar.com/justin?articleid=10634&p=atomic+bomb&type=gif&no=2&tt=58,349&oid=ac564808cfd4a058&tit=Atomic+Bomb+gif&sigr=11d7k3ja6&sigi=11do5dpha&sigb=11sacpe1p


B & D leads to Creativity  & Innovation

• Process of inquiry and investigation 

• Divergent form of thinking 

• Curiosity and creativity (Guilford, 1950; 
Guilford, 1967). 

• Encourage inquiry and reward divergent forms 
of thinking 

• Focus on the process  


